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TI2841 Abstract - SIP conference server 

 This SIP conference server will achieve communication among multiple persons with 

the remote PC Soft phone via Internet with Ethernet interface. In order to connect 

PC soft phone, SIP protocol is used and for voice communication RTP protocol is used. 

 

The system configuration is this SIP conference server and PC which installed Soft 

phone. This SIP conference server will have SIP session with multiple PC Soft phone. 

When voice communication status, this SIP conference server collect voice data from 

each PC and make one integrated voice data. After collecting on packet data, this 

SIP conference server delivers the same integrated packet. So view point of one PC, 

other PC’s voice can be heard. Then this SIP conference server achieve communication 

among multiple persons as conference. 

 

 

 

 These functions achieved with only EK-LM3S9B96. No additional attachment. Conference 

function is done by EK-LM3S9B96 software, EK-LM3S9B96 Ethernet function and uIP(TCP/IP 

stack). 

  

Described above, this device achieves the voice communication among multiple persons with 

remote PC via Ethernet. 
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Function block diagram 

 These functions achieved with EK-LM3S9B96. RS232C function is done by UART function. 

VoIP user agent function is done by application software equipped uIP (TCP/IP stack) 
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which work on SafeRTOS and Ethernet interface is done by EK-LM3S9B96. 

 

For Voice control, two protocol are used which are SIP( Session Initiation Protocol) 

and RTP(Real-Time Transport Initiation Protocol).  So there are 2 functions. That 

is voice session control function and voice transfer and receive function.  

Voice operation 

    As PC Soft phone, X-Lite was used. I will show in the case of X-Lite operation. This 

is not X-Lite document so I will show brief outline of X-Lite. After pushing “Property” 

of X-Lite, then set the following information. 

Display Name   : test 

User Name   :test 

Password            :***(test) 

Authorization User Name  :test 

Domain    : 192.168.1.63 

 X-Lite call initiation 

X-Lite on PC calls EK-LM3S9B96 
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Left side of  button, X-Lite calls IP address 192.168.1.63. 

If EK-LM3S9B96 replies this call, X-Lite will show connection status as figures. 

This status can communicate each other on voice. 

 

 

 

 

 

When the connection end, push the right hand  button 

 

 

Software control flow and function 

Fig-1 shows software control flow. UIP_UDP_APPCAL is for uIP user function call. 

Since this can define only one function, so I defined rtp_appcall as UIP_UDP_APPCAL, 

and rtp_appcall function dispatch SIP or RTP by its port number. SIP port number 

is 5060 and RTP port number is 5062. By port number SIPServer function or RTPReceive 

function called and each control function will be done 
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Fig-1 Software control flow 
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